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A dark and edgy romance that will appeal to fans of erotic and turbulent relationships....
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What happens when your lover is supposed to be your enemey? Would you sacrifice your chance

at happiness because of rumors and prejudice? These are just some of the hard questions that I

was asking myself while reading Close Liaisons.Mia is a naive college student that gets caught up

in a dangerous situation when Korum, a visitor from another planet, takes an interest in her. From

the first time they meet she feels physically drawn to him, but only five years after the Krinar race

made themselves known to Earth there is still a lot of mistrust placed on the alien visitors. Korum

doesn't help things with his blunt and territorial personality. His highhandedness and domineering

ways had me scared yet drawn to him at the same time. I felt just as confused about my feelings for

him as Mia did!While Mia's naivety and Karum's pompous attitude towards humans had me cringing

on more than one occasion I couldn't manage to put it down. The plot and steamy love scenes had

me devouring the pages, and thinking about it long after I finished.For the happily ever after seekers

amongst us be aware that Close Liaisons has a satisfying, yet, happy for now, open ending. (Not

open enough to feel frustrated, just enough to keep you excited for the next installment.)My one and

only complaint would have to be that during the sex scenes I felt a little put off by the very clinical

terms used. Don't get me wrong, I don't want vulgar or flowery synonyms for the male and female

form, but something about the very sterile terms thrown into hot (HOT, HOT!) sex scenes let me

down.With an original plot, and characters that won't leave your mind for some time to come I can't



recommend Close Liaisons enough!
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